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Life On Mars Tracy K Smith
Selected by Mark Doty for the 2019 Wheelbarrow Books Poetry Prize In Not For Luck,
Derek Sheffield ushers us into the beauty and grace that comes from giving attention to
the interconnections that make up our lives. In particular, these poems explore a
father’s relationship with his daughters, which is rooted in place and time. There is
tenderness and an abiding ecological consciousness, but also loss and heartache,
especially about environmental degradation. We are invited to listen to the languages of
other beings. Through encounters with a herd of deer, a circle of salmon in a mountain
creek, two bears on a stretch of coast, a river otter, and a shiny-eyed wood rat, these
poems offer moments of wonder that celebrate our place as one species among many
on our only earth.
Pop music surrounds us - in our cars, over supermarket speakers, even when we are
laid out at the dentist - but how often do we really hear what's playing? Switched on
Pop is the book based on the eponymous podcast that has been hailed by NPR, Rolling
Stone, The Guardian, and Entertainment Weekly for its witty and accessible analysis of
Top 40 hits. Through close studies of sixteen modern classics, musicologist Nate Sloan
and songwriter Charlie Harding shift pop from the background to the foreground,
illuminating the essential musical concepts behind two decades of chart-topping songs.
In 1939, Aaron Copland published What to Listen for in Music, the bestseller that made
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classical music approachable for generations of listeners. Eighty years later, Nate and
Charlie update Copland's idea for a new audience and repertoire: 21st century pop,
from Britney to Beyoncé, Outkast to Kendrick Lamar. Despite the importance of pop
music in contemporary culture, most discourse only revolves around lyrics and
celebrity. Switched on Pop gives readers the tools they need to interpret our modern
soundtrack. Each chapter investigates a different song and artist, revealing musical
insights such as how a single melodic motif follows Taylor Swift through every genre
that she samples, André 3000 uses metric manipulation to get listeners to "shake it like
a Polaroid picture," or Luis Fonsi and Daddy Yankee create harmonic ambiguity in
"Despacito" that mirrors the patterns of global migration. Replete with engaging
discussions and eye-catching illustrations, Switched on Pop brings to life the musical
qualities that catapult songs into the pop pantheon. Readers will find themselves
listening to familiar tracks in new waysand not just those from the Top 40. The timeless
concepts that Nate and Charlie define can be applied to any musical style. From
fanatics to skeptics, teenagers to octogenarians, non-musicians to professional
composers, every music lover will discover something ear-opening in Switched on Pop.
A collection of poems exploring questions of religious and linguistic authority, from
medieval England to contemporary Appalachia A National Poetry Series winner,
selected and with a foreword by Tracy K. Smith The poems in Scriptorium are primarily
concerned with questions of religious authority. The medieval scriptorium, the central
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image of the collection, stands for that authority but also for its subversion; it is both a
place where religious ideas are codified in writing and a place where an individual
scribe might, with a sly movement of the pen, express unorthodox religious thoughts
and experiences. In addition to exploring the ways language is used, or abused, to
claim religious authority, Scriptorium also addresses the authority of the vernacular in
various time periods and places, particularly in the Appalachian slang of the author’s
East Tennessee upbringing. Throughout Scriptorium, the historical mingles with the
personal: poems about medieval art, theology, and verse share space with poems that
chronicle personal struggles with faith and doubt.
Saints, Sinners, Saviors: Strong Black Women in African American Literature posits
strength as a frequently contradictory and damaging trait for black women characters in
several literary works of the twentieth century. Authors of these works draw upon
popular images of African American women in producing what they believe to be safe
literary representations. Instead, strength becomes a problematic trait, at times a
disease, in many characters in which it appears. It has a detrimental impact on the
relatives and neighbors of such women as well as on the women themselves. The
pattern of portraying women characters as strong in African American literature has
become so pronounced that it has stifled the literature.
Natalie Diaz’s highly anticipated follow-up to When My Brother Was an Aztec, winner
of an American Book Award Postcolonial Love Poem is an anthem of desire against
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erasure. Natalie Diaz’s brilliant second collection demands that every body carried in
its pages—bodies of language, land, rivers, suffering brothers, enemies, and lovers—be
touched and held as beloveds. Through these poems, the wounds inflicted by America
onto an indigenous people are allowed to bloom pleasure and tenderness: “Let me call
my anxiety, desire, then. / Let me call it, a garden.” In this new lyrical landscape, the
bodies of indigenous, Latinx, black, and brown women are simultaneously the body
politic and the body ecstatic. In claiming this autonomy of desire, language is pushed to
its dark edges, the astonishing dunefields and forests where pleasure and love are both
grief and joy, violence and sensuality. Diaz defies the conditions from which she writes,
a nation whose creation predicated the diminishment and ultimate erasure of bodies
like hers and the people she loves: “I am doing my best to not become a museum / of
myself. I am doing my best to breathe in and out. // I am begging: Let me be lonely but
not invisible.” Postcolonial Love Poem unravels notions of American goodness and
creates something more powerful than hope—in it, a future is built, future being a matrix
of the choices we make now, and in these poems, Diaz chooses love.
Life on MarsPoemsGraywolf Press
The extraordinary new poetry collection by Tracy K. Smith, the Poet Laureate of the
United States Even the men in black armor, the ones Jangling handcuffs and keys,
what else Are they so buffered against, if not love’s blade Sizing up the heart’s familiar
meat? We watch and grieve. We sleep, stir, eat. Love: the heart sliced open, gutted,
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clean. Love: naked almost in the everlasting street, Skirt lifted by a different kind of
breeze. —from “Unrest in Baton Rouge” In Wade in the Water, Tracy K. Smith boldly
ties America’s contemporary moment both to our nation’s fraught founding history and
to a sense of the spirit, the everlasting. These are poems of sliding scale: some capture
a flicker of song or memory; some collage an array of documents and voices; and some
push past the known world into the haunted, the holy. Smith’s signature
voice—inquisitive, lyrical, and wry—turns over what it means to be a citizen, a mother,
and an artist in a culture arbitrated by wealth, men, and violence. Here, private
utterance becomes part of a larger choral arrangement as the collection widens to
include erasures of The Declaration of Independence and the correspondence between
slave owners, a found poem comprised of evidence of corporate pollution and accounts
of near-death experiences, a sequence of letters written by African Americans enlisted
in the Civil War, and the survivors’ reports of recent immigrants and refugees. Wade in
the Water is a potent and luminous book by one of America’s essential poets.
The final collection of new poems from one of our finest and most beloved poets. The
poems in this wonderful collection touch all of the events and places that meant the
most to Philip Levine. There are lyrical poems about his family and childhood, the
magic of nighttime and the power of dreaming; tough poems about the heavy shift work
at Detroit's auto plants, the Nazis, and bosses of all kinds; telling poems about his
heroes--jazz players, artists, and working people of every description, even children.
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Other poems celebrate places and things he loved: the gifts of winter, dawn, a wall in
Naples, an English hilltop, Andalusia. And he makes peace with Detroit: "Slow learner
that I am, it took me one night/to discover that rain in New York City/is just like rain in
Detroit. It gets you wet." It is a peace that comes to full fruition in a moving goodbye to
his home town in the final poem in the collection, "The Last Shift."
Tracy K. Smith's poetry seems to contain the whole universe. From the earliest work gathered
here, we find the voices and experiences of women who have lived adventurously, who have
travelled, desired, and found themselves drinking at bars with strangers in lands far from
home; we find records of tenderness and of conflict, of the cruelty inflicted on humanity by
humanity, and remarkable documentary work bearing witness to the victims of injustice, from a
Native American boy separated from his family by the US Government to the girls kidnapped
as 'wives' for rebel commanders in Uganda. This volume gathers the poet's selections from her
four collections published since 2003, including the Pulitzer Prize-winning Life on Mars, which
expands the scope still further, finding in outer space - and the work of David Bowie - a rich
vein of questions about life and death, power and paternalism, and race; and Wade in the
Water, whose explorations of motherhood and the destruction of the environment intertwine
with verbatim histories of slavery and the American Civil War. These are sensuous, light-filled
poems, capable of finding the luminous, the transcendent and a principle of love in even the
most difficult of subjects.
"A memoir about the author's coming of age as she grapples with her identity as an artist, her
family's racial history, and her mother's death from cancer"-Page 6/23
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Today many question the idea that there is only one way to heaven (or that Christianity is the
only true faith) -- even some people who identify themselves as Christians. In a world where
we are likely to have neighbors of differing faiths, to profess Jesus as the only Savior may be
viewed as arrogance and intolerance. Religious "pluralism" is gaining popularity. Ronald Nash
believes that one's position on the issue is crucial to an understanding of the Christian faith and
sees pluralism as a significant threat to Christianity. He explores the divergent views of
pluralism ("No") and inclusivism ("Yes, but") and makes a case for exclusivism (Yes, period").
In doing so, Nash especially confronts the pluralism of John Hick and the inclusivism of Clark
Pinnock and John Sanders. He presents his case compellingly, in accessible terms and a
readable style.
The award-winning second collection by the Poet Laureate of the United States Duende, that
dark and elusive force described by Federico García Lorca, is the creative and ecstatic power
an artist seeks to channel from within. It can lead the artist toward revelation, but it must also,
Lorca says, accept and even serenade the possibility of death. Tracy K. Smith's bold second
poetry collection explores history and the intersections of folk traditions, political resistance,
and personal survival. Duende gives passionate testament to suppressed cultures, and allows
them to sing.
A landmark anthology envisioned by Tracy K. Smith, 22nd Poet Laureate of the United States
American Journal presents fifty contemporary poems that explore and celebrate our country
and our lives. 22nd Poet Laureate of the United States and Pulitzer Prize winner Tracy K.
Smith has gathered a remarkable chorus of voices that ring up and down the registers of
American poetry. In the elegant arrangement of this anthology, we hear stories from rural
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communities and urban centers, laments of loss in war and in grief, experiences of immigrants,
outcries at injustices, and poems that honor elders, evoke history, and praise our efforts to see
and understand one another. Taking its title from a poem by Robert Hayden, the first African
American appointed as Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress, American Journal
investigates our time with curiosity, wonder, and compassion. Among the fifty poets included
are: Jericho Brown, Natalie Diaz, Matthew Dickman, Mark Doty, Ross Gay, Aracelis Girmay,
Joy Harjo, Terrance Hayes, Cathy Park Hong, Marie Howe, Major Jackson, Ilya Kaminsky,
Robin Coste Lewis, Ada Límon, Layli Long Soldier, Erika L. Sánchez, Solmaz Sharif, Danez
Smith, Susan Stewart, Mary Szybist, Natasha Trethewey, Brian Turner, Charles Wright, and
Kevin Young.
Twelve-year-old Arcturus Betelgeuse Chambers comes from a family of stargazers and his
quest to find life on other planets is unstoppable. But when Arty's family announces they're
moving to Las Vegas, the City of Lights threatens to put an end to his stargazing dreams
forever-especially when he has to stay with his scary next door neighbor while his parents look
for a house. As it turns out, “Mr. Death” isn't terrifying at all-he's actually Cash Maddox, a
bonafide astronaut! But when Cash falls ill, will Arty find the courage to complete his mission
by himself? And might he actually prove, once and for all, that there is life on Mars? For fans of
Frank Cottrell Boyce's Cosmic and Jack Gantos's Dead End in Norvelt comes a heartwarming
story of true friendship-earthly or otherwise.
The debut collection by the Poet Laureate of the United States * Winner of the 2002 Cave
Canem Poetry Prize * You are pure appetite. I am pure Appetite. You are a phantom In that faroff city where daylight Climbs cathedral walls, stone by stolen stone. --from "Self-Portrait as the
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Letter Y" The Body's Question by Tracy K. Smith received the 2002 Cave Canem Poetry Prize
for the best first book by an African-American poet, selected by Kevin Young. Confronting loss,
historical intersections with race and family, and the threshold between childhood and
adulthood, Smith gathers courage and direction from the many disparate selves encountered
in these poems, until, as she writes, "I was anyone I wanted to be."
“Sometimes,” writes Michael Kleber-Diggs writes in this winner of the Max Ritvo Poetry Prize,
“everything reduces to circles and lines.” In these poems, Kleber-Diggs names delight in the
same breath as loss. Moments suffused with love—teaching his daughter how to drive;
watching his grandmother bake a cake; waking beside his beloved to ponder trumpet
mechanics—couple with moments of wrenching grief—a father’s life ended by a gun; mourning
children draped around their mother’s waist; Freddie Gray’s death in police custody. Even in
the refuge-space of dreams, a man calls the police on his Black neighbor. But Worldly Things
refuses to “offer allegiance” to this centuries-old status quo. With uncompromising candor,
Kleber-Diggs documents the many ways America systemically fails those who call it home
while also calling upon our collective potential for something better. “Let’s create folklore sideby-side,” he urges, asking us to aspire to a form of nurturing defined by tenderness, to a kind
of community devoted to mutual prosperity. “All of us want,” after all, “our share of light, and
just enough rainfall.” Sonorous and measured, the poems of Worldly Things offer needed
guidance on ways forward—toward radical kindness and a socially responsible poetics.

From Epicurus to Sam Cooke, the Daily News to Roots, Digest draws from the present
and the past to form an intellectual, American identity. In poems that forge their own
styles and strategies, we experience dialogues between the written word and other art
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forms. Within this dialogue we hear Ben Jonson, we meet police K-9s, and we find
children negotiating a sense of the world through a father's eyes and through their own.
Poetry. An actress. A thinker. A filmmaker. Built of archives and the imagination, the
three fictive women narrating BLOOD FEATHER articulate a feminist philosophy of artmaking and life-making for our fractured world. Kelsey engages the given by calling on
female artists of the past--Lilian Gish, Maya Deren, Maria Tallchief, and the architect
Eileen Gray, among others--to join this drama of character and form. Here, structures of
the past and ambitions for our future shape BLOOD FEATHER'S personae as they
confirm and resist, collude with and attempt to reinvent, the cultural and personal
histories that surround them.
Winner of the 2012 Pulitzer Prize * Poet Laureate of the United States * * A New York
Times Notable Book of 2011 and New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice * * A
New Yorker, Library Journal and Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year * New
poetry by the award-winning poet Tracy K. Smith, whose "lyric brilliance and political
impulses never falter" (Publishers Weekly, starred review) You lie there kicking like a
baby, waiting for God himself To lift you past the rungs of your crib. What Would your
life say if it could talk? —from "No Fly Zone" With allusions to David Bowie and
interplanetary travel, Life on Mars imagines a soundtrack for the universe to accompany
the discoveries, failures, and oddities of human existence. In these brilliant new poems,
Tracy K. Smith envisions a sci-fi future sucked clean of any real dangers, contemplates
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the dark matter that keeps people both close and distant, and revisits the kitschy
concepts like "love" and "illness" now relegated to the Museum of Obsolescence.
These poems reveal the realities of life lived here, on the ground, where a daughter is
imprisoned in the basement by her own father, where celebrities and pop stars walk
among us, and where the poet herself loses her father, one of the engineers who
worked on the Hubble Space Telescope. With this remarkable third collection, Smith
establishes herself among the best poets of her generation.
Presents the third collection of new poems by the Pulitzer-prize-winning poet.
My wife just shot our waiter between the eyes when he came in with breakfast! But, he
had it coming to him as he had a gun on the tray and was going to give us Eggs
Benedict with a Glock! Join Marsha and I as we work really hard to protect the Sea
Empress and her passengers from threats from every direction. There have been so
many shots taken at this ship by terrorists that the cruise line thought their business
would sink. That is why we were hired to provide security. Things go so bad that the
passengers were taking photos and video and emailing the explosions and hostage
scene to CNN and Fox News. Instead of scaring off passengers, bookings for the ship
went through the roof. The Seven Seas Company caught the spirit of the passengers
and even set up a special for the ship theatre with a pirate theme! Finally, my wife and I
needed a break and took a week off to sail on a private charter at the Grenadines and
wouldn't you know, two local thugs dressed up as pirates tried to rob us while we sat at
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anchor for an intimate dinner for two. Well, our cook was great at other things besides
her lobster spaghetti.
The Winter 2021 Issue (#20) of Black Fox Literary Magazine featuring new fiction and
poetry. Cover artist: Emily Rankin. Contributors: Courtney Harler (Winner of the 2020
Black Fox Writing Contest), Joanna Acevedo, Kate Autio, Ashley Bray, Despy Boutris,
Jolin Chan, Marisa P. Clark, Renea Di Bella, E.R. Donnelly, Jamie A. Grove, Hannah J.
Haas, Sarah Jane Justice, Rimsha Kashif, DS Maolalai, Alan Meyrowitz, Nell Ovitt, Kim
Jay Rose, Kaitlyn San Miguel, Nancy Sarafian, Eli Slover, Frankie A. Soto, Dorsía
Smith Silva, Sophia Thimmes, Upasana, Moira Walsh, Lilian Caylee Wang, Ayanna
Wimberly, Maggie Wolff.
An award-winning poet presents a searing collection of emotional poems that
acknowledges life's passages, including the tragic death of his father and the birth of
his son.
This kaleidoscopic portrait of an unprecedented time brings together some of our most
treasured writers today—Edwidge Danticat, Layli Long Soldier, Monica Youn, Julia
Alvarez, Reginald Dwayne Betts, Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor—to give voice to the
unthinkable grief and hopeful possibilities born in an era of revolution and change. “A
maelstrom of grief, anger, fear and confusion, with glimmers of gratitude and hope: a
comprehensive emotional document of a moment.”—New York Times Book Review
Now is an extraordinary time. Across the country, people are losing their loved ones,
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their livelihoods, their homes, and even their own lives to COVID-19. Despite the
pandemic, countless protests erupted this summer over the recurring loss of Black
lives. Reverberations of shock and outrage remain with us all. There's a Revolution
Outside, My Love captures and articulates all of these roiling sentiments unleashed by
a profound national reckoning. Drawing its title from a powerful letter to her son by
Kirsten West Savali, the book fans out from there, offering a rich and intimate view of
the change we underwent. Composed of searing letters, essays, poems, reflections,
and screeds, There's a Revolution Outside, My Love highlights the work of some of our
most powerful and insightful writers who hail from across a range of backgrounds and
from almost all fifty states. Among them, these writers have brought home four
Pulitzers, two National Book Awards, a fistful of Whitings, and numerous citations in
best American poetry, short story, and essay compilations. They are noisy with beauty,
and their pieces ring louder and clearer than ever before. Galvanizing and lyrical, this is
a deeply profound anthology of writing filled with pain and beauty, warmth and intimacy.
A remarkable feat of empathy, There's a Revolution Outside, My Love offers solace in a
time of swirling protest, change, and violence—reminding us of the human scale of the
upheaval, and providing hope for a kinder future.
“Tracy K. Smith’s poetry is an awakening itself.” —Vogue Celebrated for its
extraordinary intelligence and exhilarating range, the poetry of Tracy K. Smith opens up
vast questions. Such Color: New and Selected Poems, her first career-spanning
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volume, traces an increasingly audacious commitment to exploring the unknowable, the
immense mysteries of existence. Each of Smith’s four collections moves farther
outward: when one seems to reach the limits of desire and the body, the next
investigates the very sweep of history; when one encounters death and the outer
reaches of space, the next bears witness to violence against language and people from
across time and delves into the rescuing possibilities of the everlasting. Smith’s
signature voice, whether in elegy or praise or outrage, insists upon vibrancy and hope,
even—and especially—in moments of inconceivable travesty and grief. Such Color
collects the best poems from Smith’s award-winning books and culminates in thirty
pages of brilliant, excoriating new poems. These new works confront America’s
historical and contemporary racism and injustices, while they also rise toward the
registers of the ecstatic, the rapturous, and the sacred—urging us toward love as a
resistance to everything that impedes it. This magnificent retrospective affirms Smith’s
place as one of the twenty-first century’s most treasured poets.
The 2021 edition of the leading collection of contemporary American poetry is guest
edited by the former US Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith, providing renewed proof that
this is “a ‘best’ anthology that really lives up to its title” (Chicago Tribune). Since
1988, The Best American Poetry series has been “one of the mainstays of the poetry
publication world” (Academy of American Poets). Each volume presents a choice of the
year’s most memorable poems, with comments from the poets themselves lending
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insight into their work. The guest editor of The Best American Poetry 2021 is Tracy K.
Smith, the former United States Poet Laureate, whose own poems are, Toi Derricotte’s
words, “beautiful and serene” in their surfaces with an underlying “sense of an
unknown vastness.” In The Best American Poetry 2021, Smith has selected a
distinguished array of works both vast and beautiful by such important voices as Henri
Cole, Billy Collins, Louise Erdrich, Nobel laureate Louise Glück, Terrance Hayes, and
Kevin Young.
Leaving Saturn, chosen by Al Young as the winner of the Cave Canem Poetry Prize, is
an ambitious and honest collection. Major Jackson, through both formal and free verse
poems, renders visible the spirit of resilience, courage, and creativity he witnessed
among his family, neighbors, and friends while growing up in Philadelphia. His poems
hauntingly reflect urban decay and violence, yet at the same time they rejoice in the
sustaining power of music and the potency of community. Jackson also honors artists
who have served as models of resistance and maintained their own faith in the belief of
the imagination to alter lives. The title poem, a dramatic monologue in the voice of the
American jazz composer and bandleader Sun Ra, details such a humane program and
serves as an admirable tribute to the tradition of African American art. Throughout,
Jackson unflinchingly portrays our most devastated landscapes, yet with a vividness
and compassion that expose the depth of his imaginative powers.
A fourth collection of poetic works conveys observations about the nature of western
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community life with pieces on such subjects as a quiet street at dusk, a pool hall, and a
bare tree, in a volume that explores the experiences of working people and women
whose life cycles are influenced by the moon.
“The cross-section of poets with varying poetics and styles gathered here is only one of
the many admirable achievements of this volume.” —Claudia Rankine in the New York
Times The Golden Shovel Anthology celebrates the life and work of poet and civil rights
icon Gwendolyn Brooks through a dynamic new poetic form, the Golden Shovel,
created by National Book Award–winner Terrance Hayes. An array of writers—including
winners of the Pulitzer Prize, the T. S. Eliot Prize, and the National Book Award, as well
as a couple of National Poets Laureate—have written poems for this exciting new
anthology: Rita Dove, Billy Collins, Danez Smith, Nikki Giovanni, Sharon Olds, Tracy K.
Smith, Mark Doty, Sharon Draper, Richard Powers, and Julia Glass are just a few of the
contributing poets. This second edition includes Golden Shovel poems by two winners
and six runners-up from an international student poetry competition judged by Nora
Brooks Blakely, Gwendolyn Brooks’s daughter. The poems by these eight talented
high school students add to Ms. Brooks’s legacy and contribute to the depth and
breadth of this anthology.
One of China’s most significant contemporary poets, co-translated by former US Poet
Laureate Tracy K. Smith Yi Lei published her poem “A Single Woman’s Bedroom” in
1987, when cohabitation before marriage was a punishable crime in China. She was
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met with major critical acclaim—and with outrage—for her frank embrace of women’s
erotic desire and her unabashed critique of oppressive law. Over the span of her
revolutionary career, Yi Lei became one of the most influential figures in contemporary
Chinese poetry. Passionate, rigorous, and inimitable, the poems in My Name Will Grow
Wide Like a Tree celebrate the joys of the body, ponder the miracle of compassion, and
proclaim an abiding reverence for the natural world. Presented in the original Chinese
alongside English translations by Changtai Bi and Pulitzer Prize–winning poet Tracy K.
Smith, this collection introduces American readers to a boundless spirit—one
“composing an explosion.”
“Hoagland’s verse is consistently, and crucially, bloodied by a sense of menace and
by straight talk.” —The New York Times My heroes are the ones who don’t say much.
They don’t hug people they just met. They don’t play louder when confused. They use
plain language even when they listen. Wisdom doesn’t come to every Californian.
Chances are I too will die with difficulty in the dark. If you want to see a lost civilizaton,
why not look in the mirror? If you want to talk about love, why not begin with those
marigolds you forgot to water? —from “Real Estate” Tony Hoagland’s poems
interrogate human nature and contemporary culture with an intimate and wild urgency,
located somewhere between outrage, stand-up comedy, and grief. His new poems are
no less observant of the human and the worldly, no less skeptical, and no less
amusing, but they have drifted toward the greater depths of open emotion. Over six
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collections, Hoagland’s poetry has gotten bigger, more tender, and more
encompassing. The poems in Priest Turned Therapist Treats Fear of God turn his cleareyed vision toward the hidden spaces—and spaciousness—in the human predicament.
A resonant new collection on love and persistence from the author of The Big Smoke, a
finalist for the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize The poems in Adrian
Matejka's newest and fifth collection, Somebody Else Sold the World, meditate on the
ways we exist in an uncontrollable world: in love and its aftermaths, in families that
divide themselves, in protest-filled streets, in isolation as routines become obsolete
because of lockdown orders and curfews. Somebody Else uses past and future
touchstones like pop songs, love notes, and imaginary gossip to illuminate those
moments of splendor that persist even in exhaustion. These poems show that there are
many possibilities of brightness and hope, even in the middle of pandemics and
revolutions.
"This book is an overwhelming feast, a treasure, and more than enough proof that Sze
is a major poet." —NPR National Book Award winner Arthur Sze is a master poet, and
The Glass Constellation is a triumph spanning five decades, including ten poetry
collections and twenty-six new poems. Sze began his career writing compressed, lyrical
poems influenced by classical Chinese poetry; he later made a leap into powerful
polysemous sequences, honing a distinct stylistic signature that harnesses luminous
particulars, and is sharply focused, emotionally resonant, and structurally complex.
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Fusing elements of Chinese, Japanese, Native American, and various Western
experimental traditions—employing startling juxtapositions that are always on target,
deeply informed by concern for our endangered planet and troubled species—Arthur Sze
presents experience in all its multiplicities, in singular book after book. This collection is
an invitation to immerse in a visionary body of work, mapping the evolution of one of
our finest American poets.
Donika Kelly's fierce debut collection, longlisted for the 2016 National Book Award and
winner of the 2015 Cave Canem Poetry Prize I thought myself lion and serpent.
Thought myself body enough for two, for we. Found comfort in never being lonely. What
burst from my back, from my bones, what lived along the ridge from crown to crown,
from mane to forked tongue beneath the skin. What clamor we made in the birthing.
What hiss and rumble at the splitting, at the horns and beard, at the glottal bleat. What
bridges our back. What strong neck, what bright eye. What menagerie are we. What
we've made of ourselves. --from "Love Poem: Chimera" Across this remarkable first
book are encounters with animals, legendary beasts, and mythological monsters--half
human and half something else. Donika Kelly's Bestiary is a catalogue of
creatures--from the whale and ostrich to the pegasus and chimera to the centaur and
griffin. Among them too are poems of love, self-discovery, and travel, from "Out West"
to "Back East." Lurking in the middle of this powerful and multifaceted collection is a
wrenching sequence that wonders just who or what is the real monster inside this life of
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survival and reflection. Selected and with an introduction by the National Book Award
winner Nikky Finney, Bestiary questions what makes us human, what makes us whole.
Follows Abraham Lincoln from his childhood to the presidency, showing how he spoke
up about fairness and eventually led the country to abolish slavery.
Winner of the 2010 National Book Award for Poetry Watch for the new collection of
poetry from Terrance Hayes, American Sonnets for My Past and Future Assassin,
coming in June of 2018 In his fourth collection, Terrance Hayes investigates how we
construct experience. With one foot firmly grounded in the everyday and the other
hovering in the air, his poems braid dream and reality into a poetry that is both dark and
buoyant. Cultural icons as diverse as Fela Kuti, Harriet Tubman, and Wallace Stevens
appear with meditations on desire and history. We see Hayes testing the line between
story and song in a series of stunning poems inspired by the Pecha Kucha, a Japanese
presentation format. This innovative collection presents the light- headedness of a mind
trying to pull against gravity and time. Fueled by an imagination that enlightens,
delights, and ignites, Lighthead leaves us illuminated and scorched.
A moving family biography in which the poet traces her family history back through Jim
Crow, the slave trade, and all the way to the women of the Dahomey people in West
Africa. Buffalo, New York. A father’s funeral. Memory. In Generations, Lucille Clifton’s
formidable poetic gift emerges in prose, giving us a memoir of stark and profound
beauty. Her story focuses on the lives of the Sayles family: Caroline, “born among the
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Dahomey people in 1822,” who walked north from New Orleans to Virginia in 1830
when she was eight years old; Lucy, the first black woman to be hanged in Virginia; and
Gene, born with a withered arm, the son of a carpetbagger and the author’s
grandmother. Clifton tells us about the life of an African American family through
slavery and hard times and beyond, the death of her father and grandmother, but also
all the life and love and triumph that came before and remains even now. Generations
is a powerful work of determination and affirmation. “I look at my husband,” Clifton
writes, “and my children and I feel the Dahomey women gathering in my bones.”
A father and husband's meditation on love, adolescence, and the mysterious
mechanisms of poetic creation, from the acclaimed poet. The poet's art is revealed in
stages in this "making-of" book, where we watch as poems take shape--first as dreams
or memories, then as drafts, and finally as completed works set loose on the world. In
the long poem "Must We Mean What We Say," a woman reader narrates in prose the
circumstances behind poems and snippets of poems she receives in letters from a
stranger. Who made up whom? Chiasson, an acclaimed poetry critic, has invented a
remarkable structure where the reader and a poet speak to one another, across the
void of silence and mystery. He is also the father of teenaged sons, and this volume
continues the autobiographical arc of his prior, celebrated volumes. One long section is
about the age of thirteen and the dawning of desire, while the title poem looks at the
crucial age of fifteen and the existential threat of climate change and gun violence,
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which alters the calculus of adolescence. Though the outlook is bleak, these poems
register the glories of our moment: that there are places where boys can kiss each
other and not be afraid; that small communities are rousing and taking care of each
other; that teenagers have mobilized for a better world. All of these works emerge from
the secretive imagination of a father as he measures his own adolescence against that
of his sons and explores the complex bedrock of marriage. Chiasson sees a perilous
world both navigated and enriched by the passionate young and by the parents--and
poets--who care for them.
With Dakota convinced that Curtis Metcalf is to blame for the Big Bang riot and the
police hot on his trail, Curtis decides to change the game in a way that Edwin Alva
won’t see coming. He just needs to find a way to leave the country without getting
caught.
After her mother's mysterious death, a young woman is summoned to the floating city
of Sky in order to claim a royal inheritance she never knew existed in the first book in
this award-winning fantasy trilogy from the NYT bestselling author of The Fifth Season.
Yeine Darr is an outcast from the barbarian north. But when her mother dies under
mysterious circumstances, she is summoned to the majestic city of Sky. There, to her
shock, Yeine is named an heiress to the king. But the throne of the Hundred Thousand
Kingdoms is not easily won, and Yeine is thrust into a vicious power struggle with
cousins she never knew she had. As she fights for her life, she draws ever closer to the
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secrets of her mother's death and her family's bloody history. With the fate of the world
hanging in the balance, Yeine will learn how perilous it can be when love and hate - and
gods and mortals - are bound inseparably together. The Inheritance Trilogy The
Hundred Thousand KingdomsThe Broken KingdomsThe Kingdom of Gods The
Inheritance Trilogy (omnibus edition) Shades in Shadow: An Inheritance Triptych (eonly short fiction) The Awakened Kingdom (e-only novella) For more from N. K.
Jemisin, check out: Dreamblood DuologyThe Killing MoonThe Shadowed Sun The
Broken Earth The Fifth SeasonThe Obelisk GateThe Stone Sky
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